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Abstract. A typical resonancecurve--measuredaccel- ter the pressureon the rock was changed. The work
eration versusdrive frequency--made on a thin bar of presentedhere is the first to specificallydocumentthe

to periodicexcitation(i.e.,
rock showspeak bendingwith a softening(nonlinear) slowlyvaryingtime response

sample;moreover,
modulus as drive levels are increased. The shapesof slowdynamics)of a Bereasandstone
these nonlinear resonance curves were found in earlier
we demonstratethat the slowdynamicsproducepromiwork to depend somewhat on sweep rate; these "slow nent effects, even at room conditions.
Slow dynamicsmanifest themselvesin a sandstone
dynamics"are now examinedand quantified. We have
measuredslow dynamicsin a 0.3 m long, 50 mm diam- sample during high intensity longitudinalelastic resoeter bar of Berea sandstone under ambient conditions.
nance. We first report the effects of high strain on a
Peak strain levelsduring the experimentsranged from sample by comparing "conditioned"resonancecurves

10- •• to 10-• at drivingfrequencies
near4 kHz, the fun- (e.g.,afterthe sampleis drivenat highintensity)with

a setof fully "recovered"curves(e.g., after the sampleis
left untouchedfor a longperiod). We illustratethat the
amplitudesabove10-a at ambientconditionsand at first resonancecurve made on a recoveredsamplediffers
curves.We presentseveral
the onsetof nonlinearpeak bending. Strains abovethis remarkablyfrom subsequent
value condition the rock, altering its responsefor min- results that illustrate aspectsof the sample'smemory
damental longitudinal resonancefrequencyof the bar.
Slow dynamics begin to manifest themselvesat strain

utes to hours after the drive has been turned

and concludi• with a discussion of measurements to determine how the rock recovers and to understand what

off.

mechanisms
mightbe at work. Shamina,et al., 1990]
suggestthat slowdynamicsmay alsoplay a rolein wave

Introduction

propagation.

Over the past severalyears, rockshave been shownto

be elasticallynonlinear,evenat strainsas lowas 10-7 . Experiment
Static stress-strain
curves,e.g., [Holcomb,1981, Boitnott, 1993, Gist, 1994, Hilbertet al., 1994],nonlinear The experimental apparatus usedto obtain resonance
resonance
measurements
[Johnsonet al., 1996,Zinszner curvesis shown in Fig. 1. The sample is a 0.3 m long,
et al., 1996], and nonlinearwavepropagationexperi- 50 mm diameter bar of Berea sandstone(Cleveland
ments[Meeganet al., 1993, TenCateet al., 1996]have Quarries, Amherst, Ohio). The fundamentallongitu-

been performed to understand, quantify, and model dinal resonancefrequency is around 3.9 kHz at ambithe mechanismsthat producethe observednonlinearity. ent conditions, i.e., temperature between 22-26øC and
Recenttheoreticalwork [Guyeret al., 1995, Van Den humidity between25-30%. A PZT-4 piezoelectricdisk
Abeeleet al., 1996]hasappliedthe Preisach-Mayergoyzhaving a tantalum inertial backload was epoxied to
(PM) model to describehysteresis,end-pointmemory, the end of the rod as a source; it was driven in discrete frequencysteps from an HP8904A function genand other nonlinear elastic properties of rock.
This paper presents resonancecurves obtained by erator through a Hafier Pro5000 audio amplifier. A
connected
measuringthe accelerationat the end of a samplebar small receiver(a B&K 8309 accelerometer)
while sweepingfrequencyat a fixed drive level. Families to a B&K 2635 charge amplifier was attached to the
of curveswere constructedby sweepingup and down at opposite end of the bar. A referencesignal from the
a numberof differentdrive levels.Earlier work [John- function generatorand the signal from the accelerome-

son et al., 1996, Zinszneret al., 1996]with numerous ter/chargeampwerebothfedinto a fully programmable

different rock types showsa softening nonlinear peak EG&G 5302 lock-in amplifier. The apparatus is capato strainsdown
response, i.e., downward peak shift. The results are ble of measuringvoltagescorresponding
similar to those seen in many "simple" nonlinear sys-

tems (e.g., a Duffingoscillator),but markeddifferences
remain.

In the resonanceexperimentsnoted above,sweeprate
and relaxation effectswere noted. To avoid theseeffects,
the authors empirically chose a sweep rate that gave

sJ- ...!

'_'H^ooe,erometer
I

them the best repeatability. Additional effectswere observed; the responseof samples under weak confining

pressures
took sometime (e.g., hours)to stabilizeaf-
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Figure 1. Blockdiagramof experimentalapparatus.
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850

ditioning removesmany of the "sharp" featuresseenin
Fig. 2 (e.g., the steep rise on the upward sweepsand
cornersat the top) and generallysmoothsthe results.

700

The results of Figs. 2 and 3 would look different had
the first sweepbeen down from 4000 Hz instead of up
from 3800 Hz. As mentioned above, the first resonance
curve made on a "recovered"sample differed from the

55O

followingcurves.Figures4(a) and (b) showtheseinitial
curves(indicatedon eachfigure)andseveralsuccessive
up/downor down/upsweeps.Figure4(a) represents
a

400
250

set of curves beginning at 3800 Hz and sweepingup,

IO0

Fig. 4(b) represents
a setstartingat 4000Hz andgoing
down. Although done on separatedays with slightly

different environmental conditions, both sets of curves
were made after the rock had recoveredovernight. If
the first sweepwas made at a high level, it altered the
3800
3840
3880
3920
3960
4000
responseof the rock; repeated cycling conditions the
Frequency (Hz)
sample to repeatable behavior. Amplitudes of the reFigure 2. Unconditioned resonancecurves measured peatable curvesall lie abovethe initial curve at frequenat successivelyhigher amplitudes. Arrows on highest ciesbelowthe resonance
frequency4(a); they lie below
pair of curvesindicate sweepdirection. All lower curves the initial curve for downward sweepsat frequencies
are similar. Note sharp peak and asymmetryat highest abovethe resonance
frequency4(b).
amplitude.
Once conditioning was achieved, the dependenceof
resonance curves on sweep rate was examined more
carefully. Becauseof time considerations
(e.g, stabilto 10-12. Sweeprates,stepsizes,anddatastorageare ity of laboratory ambient conditions for long periods
computer controlled.
Resonance curves similar to earlier memsurements,

e.g., [Johnsonet al., 1996]were made. Step sizeand

I

time increment between steps were 2 Hz and 300 ms,
respectively. Frequenciesranged from 3800 to 4000 Hz
so total sweeptime, .•2 min, was similar to that of previouswork. Measuredaccelerationsshownin Fig. 2 cor-

I
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I

I
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(a)
_
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respondto peakstrainsbetween10-9to 12 x10-9 In

general, up and down curvesare identical up to strains

-

of around10-6 , similarto observations
reportedearlier.
The

first

curve

made

when

the

rock wins in its re-

coveredstate differed from subsequentcurves. Figure 3
shows a set of conditioned

resonance curves obtained

af-

ter two frequencysweepswere performed at each drive
level to achieverepeatable curves. Full sweepsare not
necessaryfor conditioningto occur;high drive levelsat
a singlefrequencyfor a length of time will producethe
same effect. Compare Figs. 2 and 3. Notice that con-
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Figure 4. First sweepat constantdrive level(a) up

Figure 3. Resonancecurvesat successively
higher am- from 3800 Hz or (b) down from 4000 Hz and repeatplitudesonly after a few up and down sweepswere made ing; repetitions showthe approachto a conditionedre-

first (conditioning).Arrowson highestpair of curves sponse.Maximum strain amplitudein the figurecorreindicate sweep direction.

sponds
to an acceleration
of 600m/s2.
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Figure 5. Time dependenceon sweeprate. Only low
frequency sides of resonancecurves are shown. Time
betweenfrequencystepsis (a) 300 ms and (b) 30 s.
of time and worry about damaging the rock or trans-

du•::•,r
bondat theselevels),only the low frequencysides

of the resonance
curvesweremeasured(from 3800to

3850 Hz). Figure 5(a) showscurvesmade with a step
Size of 2 Hz and time between steps of 300 ms, identical to the timing used to record the curvesshown in

•

0

Fig. a(a). The curvesshownin Fig. 5(b) were made
the same way except with a much longer 30 s wait between steps. In both casesthe rock was first conditioned by driving the rock for 2 min at the resonance
peak for this drive level. The result is perhaps surprising. Extremely slowsweeprakemeasurementsmight be
expected to trace the same path up and down. However, the measurementssuggestthat during the slow
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Figure 6. Measurementof accelerationdecayat fixed
frequency.Frequencies
are 3825 Hz, upwardgoing(a)
or downwardgoing (b), and 3900 Hz downwardgoing
(c) or upwardgoing(d). Note that (a) and (b) end up
at nearly the same acceleration;a similar observation
holdsfor (c) and (d).

sweepdownward,"memory"of the highests•rain amplitude still persists. Note that the upward sweep of and upwardsfrom resonance
to 3910Hz, Fig. 7(b). The
Fig. 5(b) resemblesthe first upwardsweepof Fig. 4 for drive was shut off for only 30 s, turned backon, and the
a recoveredsample that has "forgotten" being at high remainder of the curve recorded. Results are clearly
strain.

seen as discontinuities on the curves. At frequencies
Still slower sweep rates will yield results different lower than resonance,the responsequickly drops down

from those shownFig. 5(b). While making a repeatable up/downcurve,we stoppedthe sweep(drivestill
on); accelerationwas observedand recordedfor nearly
10 minutes. As shown in Fig. 6, measuredacceleration
g•adually decreasedfor the experimentswherethe stopping frequencywas lowerthan the resonancefrequency,
and increasedwhen the stopping frequencywas higher
(i.e., the rock gradually lost memory of the highest
strain). After severalminutes,both levelsapproached
the same long term level. Thus, from these measurements, we assumethat a. sweeptime of a few days in
carefullycontrolledconditionswouldproducethe same
up and down curvesfor this sample.

To examineanotherfacetof the rock'srecove
ry •time

'

5

we varied the previousexperimentby sweepingdown
from resonanceand stoppingthe sweep(drive turned
off this time) for severalseconds.In a relativelyshort

time (10'sof seconds),
the rock'smemoryof the high
strain amplitudeit had experiencedat resonance
diminished,far morequicklythan whenthe drivewasleft on.

(b)

i

3800

3850
3900
Frequency (Hz)

i

3950

4000

Figures7(a) and (b) showthe fasterresponse
for both Figure 7. Stopping resonancecurve sweep, turning
sides of the resonance curve.

In both cases we first

conditionedthe sampleby driving at the resonancefrequencyfor this strainlevel(3850Hz) for 2 min. We then

sweptdownwardfromresonance
to 3825Hz, Fig. 7(a),

off the drive for 30 s and then continuing the sweep.
Stopping frequenciesare 3825 Hz and 3900 Hz. The
arrows indicate the direction the measured amplitude
jumps that take place during the tinhethe drive is off.
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toward the first (recovered)up-goingcurve shownin of the Depart•nent of Energy under contract W-7405-ENGFig. 4(a). At frequencieshigher than resonancethe 36 at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
responsejumps up towardsthe first (recovered)curve
shown in Fig. 4(b). Compare the recoverytimes in References
Figs. 6 and 7. Memory of the highest strain is lost
much more quickly--secondsinstead of minutes--if the

Boitnott, (51.N., Fundamental observationsconcerninghysteresis in the deformation of intact and jointed rock with
A qualitative view of thesejumps can come from the
applications to nonlinear attenuation in the near source
nonlinear change of bar modulus E with amplitude.
region, in Proceedings of the Numerical Modeling for
After a period of high intensity, the rock's resonance
Underground Nuclear Test Monitoring Symposium, Du-

drive is turned

off.

curveshiftsdownwardin frequency(i.e., the modulus
decreases).
If the driveis thenturnedoff,the resonance
curvemovesback(i.e., the modulusincreases)
asmemory of the high strain is lost.
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